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Abstract - Online transactions are rapidly increasing and it
will mostly be done by the credit cards. Loss of physical credit
cards or loss of credit cards information will pay a person
much more amount. The hackers are there to do frauds with
people.so there is need to detect the fraudulent transaction to
secure the online credit card transaction. On analysis of this
problem this system are going to develop a new system that is
“online credit card system fraud detection and prevention
system using machine learning” to overcome this fraud related
to the credit cards. We will experiment about multiple
algorithm to check the accuracy of the system. This system will
choose random forest algorithm to check the transaction is
normal or fraud. rather than random forest algorithm there
will have more algorithms like unbalanced classification,
logistic regression, Multilayer perception, Naive Bayes. This
system will use multiple decision trees at the backend of the
random forest algorithm.

volume, variety, speed and worth. This information comes
from various sources like social media followers, likes and
comments, user’s purchase behaviors. All this information
used for analysis and visualization of the hidden data
patterns. For frauds, the credit card is an easy and friendly
target because without any risk a significant amount of
money is obtained within a short period.
In this paper we use online banking transaction repository
data set, we trained data set for checking or analyzing and
classify if the transaction is fraud transaction or normal
transaction.
2. Literature Survey
Because of credit card fraud events there is huge financial
losses. Trojan & phishing technologies used by the criminals
to hack the information of other people’s credit card.
Therefore, the fraud detection method is important. Because
of fraud detection method we can identify a fraud in time
when criminal uses fake card to consumer. In this paper two
kinds of random forest algorithm is used to train the
behavior feature of normal & fraud transactions.

Key Words: Random forest, decision tree, credit card
fraud, classification.
1. INTRODUCTION
In present scenario, many companies all over the world are
growing rapidly. the companies are trying to provide best
services to the customers for that companies are processing
huge amount of data on daily basis. This data also contains
personal and financial details of the customers. So the
companies need to store the data to process it and the
security of data is important. If this data is not secured then
it can be used by other companies or in worst case scenario
it can be stolen.in some cases the financial information is
stolen which can be used for fraud transaction and which
can harm the respective individuals.

The goal of data analytics is to define hidden patterns &use
them support informed conclusions in a variety of situations.
Credit card fraud has highly mismatch publicly available
datasets. We identify the most important variables that may
lead to higher accuracy in credit card fake transaction
detection.
Credit card fraud refers to the loss of sensitive credit card
information or physical loss of credit card. For the credit
card detection purpose there are many machine learning
algorithms. In this paper they use several algorithms for
classifying the transaction is fraud or the genuine one. In this
research Credit card fraud detection dataset was used. For
the purpose of Oversampling “Synthetic Minority Over
Sampling Technique(SMOTE)”was used. Dataset was split
into two parts, training data & test data. The algorithms used
in the research were Logistic Regression, Random Forest,
Naïve Bayes & Multilayer Perceptron. Result show that each
algorithm can be used for credit card fraud detection with
high accuracy.

Today, online shopping become a popular trend of daily
purchases. the criminals are doing malicious activities such
as Trojan and pseudo based-station. Increasing the fraud
events become a serious issue now. When cardholder’s
information steal or cheat by the criminals.
Credit card fraud detection is a relevant problem that draws
the attention is a relevant problem that draws the attention
of machine learning and computational intelligence
communities, where the large number of automation
solution have been proposed.

The number of transactions by credit cards are increasing
rapidly with the rapid development of electronic commerce.
The most popular transaction mode is online shopping, cases
of transaction fraud is also increasing. In this research, we

All around the world data is available, from small to big
organizations are loading the information that has high
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propose a novel fraud detection method that comprises of
four stages. First apply the cardholders historical transaction
data to divide all cardholders into different groups .Next ,we
abstract a collection of specific behavioral patterns for each
cardholder based on the combined transactions & the
cardholders historical transactions. Then they train a set of
classifiers for each group on the base of all behavioral
patterns. Finally, to detect online fraud they use the classifier
set.

our future work is to focus on preventing the frauds which
are rapidly increased now a days. in existing system there
are number of algorithms are used but after comparing all
those algorithms we find the Algorithm which has the best
accuracy i.e. Random Forest Algorithm.

In credit card transactions detecting fraud is maybe one of
the best testbeds for computational intelligence algorithm.
This problem involves: Concept drift, class imbalance,
verification latency. This lack of practicality concerns two
main aspects: 1) the way & timing with which supervised
information is provided.2) the measures used to asses frauddetection performance. This paper has three major
contributions. First, they propose, with the help of their
industrial partner, this system also demonstrate the most
appropriate performance measures to be used for frauddetection purposes. Second, we design an assess a novel
learning strategy that effectively addresses class imbalance,
concept drift & verification latency. Third, in this system
demonstrate the impact of class unbalance & concept drift in
a real-world data stream.

The random forest algorithm takes the decision depends on
the transaction.

In our system we are using the Random forest algorithm
which is a classification algorithm consisting of many
decision trees.

The proposed system will work on following phases:






When making a credit card fraud detection model, it is very
important to abstract the right features from transactional
data. This is usually done by combining the transactions in
order to observe the outgoings behavioral patterns of the
customers. In this system propose to create a new set of
features based on studying the periodic behavior of the time
of a transaction using the von Mises distribution. By
including the proposed periodic features into the methods,
the result show an average rise in savings of 13%.

While doing transaction user will enter all his card
details and credentials then on the basis of trained
random forest algorithm the system will classify if
the transaction is fraud or normal.
But someone want to hack or access money and
make transaction illegally then they will not able to
do transactions when system has detected the
transaction as fraud and then the action will be
taken on it.
In our system we working on large data sets and
some parameters depends on that parameter our
proposed system can detect the transactions are
fraud or normal.

3. Existing System
In existing system there are number of Algorithms are used
such as decision tree, logistic regression, naive Bayes, but it
has not given the correct accuracy and result.
Limitations of existing system:
3.1. Existing System is only for fraud detection purpose.
3.2. It provides low accuracy because of
algorithms used in system.

number of

3.3. It provides less security.
4. Proposed System
5. CONCLUSION

After referring some papers on Credit card fraud detection
we observed that the previous systems for credit card fraud
detection that are detects only frauds that are happens
during transaction. but we are going to develop such system
that can detect frauds as well as prevent the frauds during
transaction.
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frauds so there is need to detect this happened fraud
transactions and provide security to the users about credit
card.
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So, the main purpose of this System is for detecting as well as
preventing the frauds during transactions. There are still
some problems in previous system such as accuracy. This
paper has surveyed the performance of Random Forest
Algorithm. Random forest obtains good results on small data
set as well as large data set.
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